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The communication efficiency between a transmitter and a receiver is affected by motion and
the presence of gravitational fields. We study the effect of regenerating the signal in intermediate
repeaters in different relativistic scenarios and comment the differences with respect to nonrelativistic
repeaters.

I. RELATIVISTIC NOISY CHANNELS

Information Theory studies the limits of communication. In the presence of noise, we can only distinguish reliably
a finite number of signals. Shannon’s noisy channel theorem establishes a limit to the efficiency of a communication
system with signals of average power P subject to additive gaussian noise [1]. We consider signals of length T ,
bandwidth W and average power P . These signals can approximate with any desired accuracy real signals, which
cannot be strictly limited in both time and frequency [2]. The signal which encodes the data is added during the
communication procedure a white noise of power spectral density N0. After filtering the signal at the receiver, we get
a total noise power N = N0W . The number of different signals which can be told apart from each other depends on
the signal-to-noise ratio, SNR = P/N .
The communication efficiency is described in terms of the number of bits that can be sent in a second with negligible

error, which is a function of the SNR. The maximum possible bit rate is called the channel capacity, which, for the
additive gaussian noise channel, is

C = W log2 (1 + SNR) . (1)

This is the asymptotic result of Shannon’s theorem, valid when T → ∞. However, it gives a good estimation of the
maximum data rate which can be achieved in real channels.
When relativistic effects are considered, this capacity must be corrected. The signal parameters can be different

for different observers. We can describe the situation in the receiver’s frame in terms of the signal parameters in
the transmitter’s frame T , W and P and the Doppler factor α which gives the ratio between the frequencies at the
receiver f ′ and the transmitter f .
Data rates and bandwidths are frequencies. In the receiver we have C′ = αC and W ′ = αW . Time intervals

become divided by α (T ′ = T/α). We assume the receiver can capture the whole signal so that Doppler broadening
has no effect on the received power. The signal power at the receiver is then α2 times greater than in the transmitter
(P ′ = α2P ). This can be easily understood for an electromagnetic signal. Imagine we have a plane wave of frequency
f which is blue-shifted upon reception (α > 1). The number of photons is conserved, but they have more energy at
the receiver (E′ = hf ′ = hαf = αE) and arrive in a time window α times smaller. The receiver perceives a power
greater by a factor of α2.
The same factor can be obtained for inertial observers taking the Lorentz transformation of the electric and magnetic

fields [3, 4] or from the constant of motion Edt = E′dt′, which is valid for two fixed observers in a stationary
gravitational field [5–8].
If these signals are then added a noise of spectral power density N0 at the receiver, the channel capacity becomes

[9]

C = W log2

(

1 +
αP

N0W

)

. (2)

The capacity is written in the transmitter’s frame (it gives the maximum number of bits the transmitter can send in
one second while still expecting the receiver to be able to decode them correctly). The change comes from the SNR,
which becomes SNR′ = αSNR. The signal power is multiplied by α2 at the receiver, but the bandwidth is multiplied
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by α. If α > 1, the signal is stronger, but also occupies a greater bandwidth and we must let more noise through the
filter. If α < 1, the signal is weaker but narrower and we can filter more noise. Nevertheless, if α > 1 the capacity
increases with respect to the nonrelativistic case and when α < 1 the capacity is smaller (either we need to increase
the transmitting power to keep the same data transfer speed or we must slow down the transmission).

II. SYMMETRIC CHANNELS. INERTIAL USERS

We will consider communication situations with two users Alice, A, and Bob, B, with identical transmitters and
receivers. First, we imagine Alice and Bob are in a Minkowski space-time (there are no important masses around
them and we can neglect gravitational effects). If Alice and Bob are at relative rest, the channels going from Alice
to Bob and from Bob to Alice are identical and their capacity is given by Shannon’s formula. If we put the same
observers in relative uniform motion, we need to use Equation (2). We can choose our coordinate system so that Alice
is at the origin and Bob is moving at speed β in the x direction. All the velocities will be normalized to the speed of

light in vacuum so that −1 ≤ β ≤ 1. The relativistic Doppler factor for approaching observers is α =
√

1+|β|
1−|β| ≥ 1.

For receding observers, α =
√

1−|β|
1+|β| ≤ 1.

The channel capacity for these observers is C = W log2 (αSNR). For observers at relative rest (α = 1), we recover
Shannon’s formula. Approaching observers can communicate at a faster rate while receding observers must limit the
rate of their transmissions. The transmitters and the receivers are in all the cases equal. The change in capacity
comes only from the state of motion.
In this case, the channel must be symmetric (the capacity from A to B, CAB, must be equal to the capacity of the

channel from B to A, CBA). We can always find a frame in which the roles reverse. For a constant β both inertial
frames can be equally said to be in motion.

III. ASYMMETRIC CHANNELS

When we include gravitation or acceleration, there can be asymmetric channels in which CAB 6= CBA [9, 10]. We
can see a simple example with the gravitational redshift.
If Alice is deeper inside a gravitational potential than Bob, her signals are redshifted (αAB < 1), while Bob’s signals

are blueshifted (αBA > 1). In this case, CBA > CAB. We will use an example from the redshift in the Schwarzschild
metric, but similar results apply for similar situations in other gravitational potentials [6–8].
We consider a nonrotating stationary mass M . Alice has a fixed station at a distance rA from the center of mass

of M and Bob is at a distance rB. All the distances we consider are above the Schwarzschild radius. Their Doppler
factors with respect to an observer far away from the mass (r → ∞) who feels no influence of its gravitational field
are (in geometrized units):

α∞A =

(

1− 2M

rA

)− 1
2

, α∞B =

(

1− 2M

rB

)− 1
2

. (3)

Their relative Doppler factor is

αAB =

√

√

√

√

1− 2M
rA

1− 2M
rB

. (4)

IV. REPEATERS IN RELATIVITY

In noisy communication systems with high noise, repeaters can help to overcome the limitations of the channel.
We can divide the total path to the receiver into smaller segments in which a better communication is possible. In
relativistic channels, we can also use different intermediate frames to improve the end-to-end channel capacity.
We start with a trivial nonrelativistic example. Imagine we have a new observer, Ralph (R), between Alice and

Bob. R has the same equipment as Alice and Bob: a transmitter with available power P and a receiver with noise N0.
We consider a decode-and-forward strategy. Ralph tries to learn the data from Alice’s signal and sends it again in a
new signal of power P to Bob. In our example where all the noise is added at the receiver, the lossless channel between
A and R will be equal to the channel between R and B and both have the same capacity C = W log2(1 +

P
N0W

).
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Channel Alice Ralph Bob
A → B C C′ = αC
A → R C1 C′

1 = α1C1

R → B C2 C′

2 = α2C2

TABLE I: Maximum rates of communication through a noisy channel. The primed variables correspond to the maximum
number of bits that arrive to the receiver per second (as measured in the receiver’s frame time).

If we had different noises or powers in each link, we would have two capacities C1 (between A and R) and C2

(between R and B). The end-to-end capacity C is the minimum of C1 and C2. If C1 > C2, R receives information
faster than it can send it. He can store the data in a buffer and send it at a maximum rate C2. If C1 < C2, he could
send up to C2 bits per second, but, as he doesn’t receive that much information, R must settle for a rate C1. For
C1 = C2 = C they have the optimal use of their resources.
In the relativistic case we have a different situation. Consider the channel from Alice to Bob, with a Doppler

factor α between Alice’s and Bob’s frames. Now we have two new channels, one from Alice to Ralph, with a
Doppler factor α1, and one from Ralph to Bob, with a factor α2. We have capacities C1 = W log2 (1 + α1SNR) and
C2 = W log2 (1 + α2SNR). Alice can send data with a rate C1, but R will see an arrival rate α1C1. R can send
data at a rate C2. Table I summarizes the maximum transmission rates and the perceived rate of data arrival at the
destination.
If C2 ≥ C′

1 = α1C1, we can send the information at the same rate C′
1 it arrives. For the repeater’s frame best

transmission rate, α1C1, B sees a rate of arrival α1α2C1. In the transmitter’s frame, this corresponds to an end-to-end
capacity C = α1α2C1

α
.

If C2 < C′
1 = α1C1, we need to store part of the bits and send the data to Bob at the maximum possible rate C2.

B receives bits at a rate C′
2 = α2C2. That corresponds to a capacity of C = α2C2

α
as seen in the transmitter’s frame.

If we can choose the frame of the repeater, we can choose the best from these capacities. The repeater channel has
then a capacity:

C = max
α1,α2

min
(α1α2

α
C1,

α2

α
C2

)

. (5)

We can simplify this formula if we find how α1 and α2 are related to α. For observers moving in the x direction
(Figure 1, left), we can compose Doppler factors by multiplying them. If we have three observers X , Y and Z moving
in the x direction, we can easily see from the relativistic addition of velocities or an analysis in hyperbolic coordinates
that the Doppler factor αXZ for the two most separated observers is the product of the intermediate factors αXY and
αY Z .

x

t

αXZ = αXY αY Z

X

αY X =
1

αXY

αXZ

αXZαY Z

αXY

αY Z

αXY

X Y Z
Z

Y

FIG. 1: Composition of Doppler factors: For three observers moving in the x direction or at different depths inside a potential
well, we can relate the Doppler factor between the most distant observers with the Doppler factors of both frames with an
intermediate point.

Something similar happens with the gravitational redshift (Figure 1 right). From the gravitational redshift factors
of Equation (4), it is easy to check that

αXZ =

√

√

√

√

1− 2M
rX

1− 2M
rZ

=

√

√

√

√

1− 2M
rX

1− 2M
rY

√

√

√

√

1− 2M
rY

1− 2M
rZ

= αXY αY Z . (6)
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In some cases, we can even compose gravitational and motion effects by multiplying their corresponding Doppler
factors [8].
Considering this composition of Doppler factors, there are two interesting situations for a single repeater:

A. α1α2 = α:

This happens in symmetric channels for repeaters situated in between the two moving end users and in asymmetric
channels for any repeater connecting users at different points of a gravitational potential. If we replace α2 by α

α1
, we

can write everything in terms of α1 and α only. The end-to-end capacity becomes

max
α1

min

(

C1,
C2

α1

)

. (7)

Capacity C1 = W log2 (1 + α1SNR) becomes greater for a greater α1. Capacity C2

α1
= 1

α1
W log2

(

1 + α
α1

SNR
)

increases with a decreasing α1. The first capacity applies if C2 ≥ α1C1 and the second if C2 ≤ α1C1. The maximum
for both (in their respective domains) occurs when C2 = α1C1. This happens for an α∗

1 satisfying

W log2

(

1 +
α

α∗
1

SNR

)

= α∗
1W log2 (1 + α∗

1SNR) . (8)

The end-to-end capacity for the optimal repeater frame, W log2 (1 + α∗
1SNR), improves the capacity without a

repeater, W log2 (1 + αSNR), when α∗
1 > α. This condition 1 > α

α∗

1

is only satisfied in equation (8) for 1 > α∗
1 > α.

We can only improve the capacity of the channel between receding observers or the uplink communication going out
of a gravitational well.
We can see a particular case in the infinite bandwidth approximation (W → ∞), which gives the maximum possible

capacity for any given channel with fixed N0 and P values. In the infinite bandwidth limit C1 = α1P/N0 log2(e),
C2 = α

α1
P/N0 log2(e) and the condition C2 = α1C1 gives a maximum capacity for α∗

1 = 3
√
α. The optimal capacity

is C = 3
√
αP/N0 log2(e). In this example, we can easily check there is only a gain with respect to the case without

repeaters, with C = αP/N0 log2(e), if α < 1 (the receiver is receding).
We can also extend the argument to multiple repeaters. Imagine Alice and Bob are at fixed stations over a

nonrotating planet of mass M at distances rA and rB respectively, with rB > rA. We will consider a series of
repeaters at different heights over the surface of the planet (Figure 2, right).

t

αα1

α3

α2

x

α

α1

α2

α3

A

R2

R1

B

A

R1 R2 B

FIG. 2: Chain of repeaters: We can introduce multiple repeaters between Alice and Bob. We give two examples for inertial
observers moving away from Alice (left) and repeaters at different points of a gravitational potential (right).

For a chain of n repeaters, we must choose the n frames which optimize the total capacity. We can divide the
channel in two parts, a first channel from Alice to the last repeater and a channel between the last repeater and the
destination. Our capacities are given in the frame of Alice. If all the previous repeaters give a total capacity Cn,
the incoming data rate in repeater n is αnCn. The situation is equivalent to the case with just one repeater and the

condition αnCn = Cn+1 gives the best final capacity. The end-to-end capacity in that case is αnαn+1Cn

α
. We can

maximize this capacity if we optimize Cn.
We can imagine now repeater n is the final destination and apply the same argument for the maximization condition

at repeater n−1. We can repeat this procedure as many times as necessary. The end-to-end capacity will be maximal
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if

αiCi = Ci+1 (9)

for all repeaters (from i = 1 to n), which gives a capacity

α1α2 . . . αn+1

α
C1 = C1. (10)

The last step comes from noticing that the product of all the factors must give the total α between Alice and Bob.
For a high number of repeaters, we can improve the value of α1 and, therefore, of C1. We can see an example in the
infinite bandwidth approximation. Condition (9) becomes

α2
iP/N0 log2 e = αi+1P/N0 log2 e. (11)

The Doppler factor must be squared at each step (α2 = α2
1, α3 = α2

2 = α4
1 . . . ). We can find the optimal α∗

1 which
determines all the αi from

α =

n+1
∏

j=1

αj =

n
∏

k=0

α∗
1

2
k

= α∗
1

∑
n

k=0
2
k

= α∗
1

2
n+1−1, (12)

with an optimal α∗
1 = α

1

2n+1
−1 . As in the single repeater case, we can only improve the capacity if α < 1. Figure 3

shows an example on the effect of adding repeaters for different redshift factors α.
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Non−relativistic capacity

n=1

n=2
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n=4n=7

FIG. 3: Effect of repeaters on a redshifted channel: We show the normalized capacity for an infinite bandwidth channel
(P/N0 log2 e = 1) between a transmitter deeper inside a potential well than the receiver. The curves represent the normalized
capacity for different redshift factors α and a different number of repeaters n. With a small number of repeaters we can come
close to the capacity the same two users would achieve outside the gravitational potential.

We can also consider a chain of repeaters between inertial observers in relative motion. Imagine a rocket going to
Proxima Centauri at high speed. A control space station in the Solar System will see an α < 1. The capacity will be
smaller than in the nonrelativistic case. We can imagine a float of “Little Thumb” repeaters: the rocket can drop a
repeater at each acceleration stage. Each of the repeaters will be moving at a smaller speed than the original ship
(see Figure 2, left) and the analysis is totally equivalent to the gravitational well example. With a few repeaters we
can greatly improve the capacity until we are close to the limiting case with no relativistic effects. However, in the
next section we show we can improve this bound in a more general scenario.

B. α1

α2
= α:

If the destination is between the transmitter and the repeater instead of having a repeater in the middle, the
relationship between observers is different. Now, the Doppler factor between the most distant extremes (the channel
from Alice to the repeater) is α1 and α1 = αα2.
The channel capacity becomes

max
α1

min

(

α2
1

α2
C1,

α1C2

α2

)

. (13)
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In this situation, we can place ourselves in the second regime (where α1C1 > C2 and we need a buffer) and obtain an
arbitrarily high capacity. For any fixed α, greater or smaller than 1, we can always find an α1 high enough to make
capacity α1C1 = α1W log2 (1 + α1SNR) greater than C2 = W log2

(

1 + α1

α
SNR

)

. The end-to-end capacity will be
α1

α2W log2
(

1 + α1

α
SNR

)

, which can be made as large as desired if we have a repeater approaching the sender close
to the speed of light. We can always choose a frame approaching both Alice and Bob with high capacity in both
channels (see Figure 4, left). The price to pay is a buffer (which will have to be larger for higher capacity values).
A similar analysis shows that, even if all the repeaters are between Alice and Bob, two repeaters are enough to

guarantee as high a capacity as desired (Figure 4, right). If we choose the second repeater R2 to be approaching Bob
(going away from Alice at a higher speed) and the first repeater R1 to be approaching Alice and R2, all the channels
can have a higher capacity than the nonrelativistic channel.
For these four observers α = α1α3

α2
. We can make the Doppler factors between Alice and R1 (α1) and between

R2 and Bob (α3) as high as desired. For high values of these factors, we can guarantee that in each repeater the
data arrives at a faster rate than it can be sent. In this buffered regime, we can obtain an end-to-end capacity
α3

α
W log2 (1 + α3SNR), which can be made as high as desired.

x

t

x

t

α1

α2
α

α2

α3

α

α1

AA B R1 R1 BR2

FIG. 4: Arbitrary capacity for approaching repeaters: If we have one repeater approaching both Alice and Bob, we can obtain an
end-to-end capacity as high as desired (left). Two repeaters between Alice and Bob can also produce the same effect (right). In
both cases, the total delay between transmission and reception increases and we need a memory buffer (larger as C increases).

For approaching repeaters, we can obtain, in principle, an infinite capacity. However, there are a few important
remarks. Capacity is measured as the maximum sustained rate of information transmission which is possible. Delays,
such as those that happen in decoding, are irrelevant. Here, we have an additional source of delay, which is the time it
takes the data to zigzag through all the repeaters. Additionally, if capacity tends to infinity, we also need an infinite
buffer at the repeaters.
Taking these factors into account, the scenarios of the previous section where α1α2 = α seem more natural. The

space journey example, for instance, is close to what we can expect for a real interplanetary mission, where distant
repeaters have not been deployed and we have a limited speed (below the speed of light).

V. DISCUSSION

We have seen the differences between relativistic and nonrelativistic communication. The maximum communica-
tion rate between two observers depends on their state of motion and whether there is a gravitational field or not.
Communication between observers going away from each other or climbing up a gravitational potential is less efficient
than the communication between observers with no relative motion and far from any mass. A transmission between
approaching observers or a communication going down a gravitational potential can be done at a higher rate.
Introducing intermediate nodes with a decode-and-forward strategy has no effect in the nonrelativistic capacity. In

relativistic channels where only the receiver adds noise, we can improve the less efficient cases and, in some cases, we
can even attain arbitrarily high capacities.
There are many interesting generalizations to the repeater channel we have introduced. Our starting point has

been a nonrelativistic decode-and-forward strategy. The decode-and-forward channel is a particular, trivial case of
the relay channel [11]. A relativistic generalization of the full relay channel could show new unexpected properties of
relativistic communications.
The simple examples we have presented in this paper show that Relativity can help us to understand better the

physical limits of communication and allows us to devise improved communication protocols.
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